My ATOS Tour 2019
I cycle since about ten years with 5000 kilometers by year (one hundred kilometers each Sunday and
one or two shorter trainings during the week). I knew the ATOS Tour because Fabrice, a cycle friend
biked it several times and my husband, Eric, had done it last year. They made me want to also
participate at this human, caritative and sports journey! When I took my inscription for this one, I’ve
never cycled such a long distance…it was a challenge for me and I would have to train for succeed it.

Fabrice, me and Eric

A few months before
French team raised money for the French foundation for cancer research Institute Curie. As the other
members of the team and as I done every year, I’ve cycled regularly to support longer distances and
climb. Nevertheless, I was anxious, and I wondered if I would be able to support the 470 km, the speed,
etc. My worry was shared by other participating ladies, Magda and Yvonne; we have decided to discuss
together with a What’s App group and to follow our trainings in Strava. This allowed us to know each
other, to share our apprehensions, to encourage and to motivate us before the Tour.
A few days before the start, I was very excited to meet with the other participants and with Magda
and Yvonne. My husband prepared our bikes, and I packed my bag with warm and light clothes (we
start early at the morning) and rain wears (the previous weather was uncertain for the two days).
The day before the Atos Tour’s start
All the participants met in a hotel just near Paris. I shared a room with Magda; we discovered and tried
our ATOS cycling wear for a photo shoot with all the participants. Before the evening meal, Gerrit, the
Tour director, briefed us about the program, gave us several information about the safety and
introduced the facilitators: all is clear, well and safety organized…we just have to cycle to Eindhoven!

All the bikers on the Atos Tour 2019
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The two days of the tour
1st day: wake Up at 4:30, breakfast…and we was ready for the start ! First whistles, first roars of
motorcycles’ engine and first kilometers. Eric have warmed me that it started quickly; so, I wasn’t
surprised. I recognized my training roads, but in the night, it was really different. This slowed at the
first hill and I was relieved: my legs turned well, the sun will soon rise: it will be a nice day!

On the French sunny roads

During all day, I spoke with other bikers all along the kilometers about cycle, training or our current
form. The rhythm and the speed was regular, so I enjoy the landscape, the north villages, these
discussions…and kilometers flow along; we crossed the boarded between France and Belgium on the
afternoon and we arrive at Mons at about 18h. I was happy to finish this first journey at Mons, with a
nice cobbled climb just before the break !
After collecting our luggage, I drunk a beer with the French team to this first day. I was happy to finish,
a little bit tired but with no important pain…we’ll see tomorrow for the rest of the route! After a nice
and healthy dinner, a last bear and a restful night, I hope to be fit for the second day.
2nd day: wake Up at 5:30, breakfast and start just at the foot of Mons’s belfry. We expected rain, but
for beginning, it was wet, but no really cold and without rain (and we have finally raced to Eindhoven
in the dry).

Mons: at the start

This second day began like the previous one: I enjoyed the hilly Belgium roads, the typical red-brick
houses and I was just happy to cycle. The portions of paved road worried me since the beginning: I
know that I don’t like that…finally, I followed Eric’s device “stay on the top of the road” and it wasn’t
so difficult.

“Stay on the top of the road”

Kilometers flow along and hills have gradually given way to flat, really flat landscape. It was a real
discover for me…I had not yet cycled in such a road, without a little climb, just flat; I think, I don’t ever
cycle with as less as denivelation before next edition of Atos Tour!

Rural and urban flat landscapes

The regular cycling rhythm (thanks to the front riders!), the nice weather and the support of all
participants allow me to finish the Atos Tour in these conditions. It was a real challenge for me and, I
was happy to arrive at Eindhoven at the end of the afternoon without real difficulty, tired but proud.

Thanks to the front-riders for the regular rhythm.

French team

Arrival ceremony was a great moment shared with all the participants. No one had to retire before
Eindhoven and there isn’t any important problem during the two days; we can be proud to collect
about 49 500 € for caritative associations, and to cycle about 470 kms from Paris to Eindhoven.
I thank all the facilitators and Gerrit for their readiness and their kindness: their presence is important
for the safety, for the organization but also for the success of this caritative, human and sportive
adventure!

Thanks to all facilitators and to Gerrit

Hope to see you on the next ATOS Tour 2020 !

